1999 dodge dakota speaker wiring diagram

Automotive wiring in a Dodge Dakota vehicles are becoming increasing more difficult to identify
due to the installation of more advanced factory oem electronics. One of the most time
consuming tasks with installing an after market car stereo, car radio, satellite radio, xm radio,
car speakers, tweeters, car subwoofer, crossovers, audio equalizer, car amplifier, mobile amp,
car amplifier, mp3 player, ipod or any car audio electronics is identifying the correct color car
audio wires for your Dodge Dakota headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or high
beam and save time. Also, find your other car light bulb sizes including your fog light, reverse
light, turn signal, brake light and more. The Modified Life staff has taken all its Dodge Dakota
car radio wiring diagrams, Dodge Dakota car audio wiring diagrams, Dodge Dakota car stereo
wiring diagrams, Dodge Dakota car radio wiring schematics, Dodge Dakota car wiring diagrams
and cataloged them online for use by our visitors for free. Our automotive wiring diagrams allow
you to enjoy your new mobile electronics rather than spend countless hours trying to figure out
which wires goes to which Dodge Dakota part or component. Use of the Dodge Dakota wiring
information is at your own risk. Always verify all wires, wire colors and diagrams before
applying any information found here to your Dodge Dakota. If you would like to help the
Modified Life community by adding any missing information or adding a new car audio wire
diagram to our resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. You can do this by
using an Automotive Fuse Tester and making sure all of your fuses are not blown. If all of your
fuses are good, your factory amplifier may be faulty. We suggest you take your car to an
experienced audio installer and have them troubleshoot your problem. Hope this helps. Good
luck with your Dodge Dakota radio troubleshooting. Ok my dodge dakota is getting power to the
cassette player but it wont play i went to the local junk yard and pulled 6 different players and
they all do the same thing. All it does is turn on then the speakers tumb and then there is no
power ever going to the player the clock wont even come on so what the problem. John, your
Dodge Dakota may have a factory amplifier that needs to be turned on by your after market
radio. The car stereo amplifier trigger wire has to be wired up to turn on your factory amplifier.
Unfortunately, we do not have this information but maybe someone from the Modified Life
community can post that information here. Good luck. Your email address will not be published.
Skip to content. Adding More Information If you would like to help the Modified Life community
by adding any missing information or adding a new car audio wire diagram to our resource,
please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email
address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. Free Wiring Diagram.
Variety of dodge ram wiring harness diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined standard
photographic representation of an electrical circuit. It reveals the components of the circuit as
streamlined forms, and the power as well as signal links between the tools. A wiring diagram
generally provides information about the relative placement as well as arrangement of tools as
well as terminals on the tools, to assist in building or servicing the device. A photographic
diagram would show extra detail of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of a
more symbolic symbols to highlight affiliations over physical look. A wiring diagram is
commonly utilized to repair problems and making certain that the connections have actually
been made as well as that every little thing is existing. Click on the image to enlarge, and then
save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a kind of schematic
which makes use of abstract pictorial symbols to reveal all the interconnections of parts in a
system. Wiring representations are made up of 2 points: icons that stand for the parts in the
circuit, and lines that stand for the connections between them. Wiring layouts mostly reveals
the physical placement of elements and connections in the developed circuit, however not
always in logic order. To review a wiring diagram, first you need to understand what
fundamental aspects are included in a wiring diagram, as well as which pictorial symbols are
utilized to represent them. The typical components in a wiring diagram are ground, power
supply, wire and also link, outcome devices, buttons, resistors, reasoning gate, lights, etc. A
line stands for a cord. Wires are utilized to attach the components together. All points along the
cable are identical and connected. Wires on some places should cross each various other, but
that does not necessarily mean that they connect. A black dot is used to suggest the injunction
of 2 lines. Main lines are represented by L1, L2, and so on. Generally various shades are utilized
to differentiate the cables. There must be a tale on the wiring diagram to tell you exactly what
each color means. A collection circuit is a circuit in which components are linked along a single
course, so the existing circulations with one part to obtain to the next one. In a series circuit,
voltages include up for all components connected in the circuit, and also currents are the very
same via all components. An excellent wiring diagram should be practically proper and also
clear to check out. Take treatment of every information. For instance, the layout must reveal the
appropriate instructions of the favorable and also negative terminals of each part. Use the ideal
signs. Learn the definitions of the fundamental circuit symbols and also pick the correct ones to

use. Attract attaching cables as straight lines. Use a dot to show line junction, or usage line
jumps to indicate cross lines that are not attached. Label elements such as resistors as well as
capacitors with their values. Make sure the text placement looks clean. You may be a
professional who wants to seek references or solve existing troubles. Or you are a pupil, or
maybe even you who simply want to know regarding Dodge Ram Radio Wiring Diagram.
Whatever you are, we try to bring the web content that matches exactly what you are looking
for. You may come from a search engine, then locate this internet site. This topic is a lot of
individuals searching online, therefore we collect images from various reputable sources and
also recognize in their area. The results of the gathering are published on this website. Here are
a few of the leading illustrations we obtain from different resources, we wish these photos will
serve to you, and also hopefully very appropriate to what you desire regarding the Dodge Ram
Radio Wiring Diagram is. This picture we have filtered from good produce the most effective
picture, yet just what do you believe? We wish to make a site valuable for many people. If the
photo above is not very clear, please click the picture you intend to increase the size of, after
that you will certainly be taken to another page to present a more clear and also larger picture,
you will additionally exist details from gambvar. At the bottom of this website there is
additionally a Dodge Ram Radio Wiring Diagram image gallery, if the picture over is inadequate
for you. Tags: dodge ram stereo wiring diagram dodge ram radio wiring diagram dodge ram
radio wiring diagram dodge ram stereo wiring diagram dodge ram infinity stereo wiring diagram
dodge ram radio wiring diagram dodge ram van stereo wiring diagram. Toggle navigation. Vw
Buggy Engine. Many states require towed trailers to have operational signal marker lamps
connected to the towing vehicle's electrical system. Unfortunately, many vehicles sold in the
United States are not wired with a trailer light outlet. A number of small and medium-sized
trailers may be towed using a four-way trailer plug. For vehicles such as the Dodge Dakota, an
aftermarket wiring harness may be connected to the vehicle's signal system to meet this need.
Loosen and remove the screws the tail lamp assemblies in place. Pull the tail lamp assemblies
forward to expose the tail lamp wires. Each wire color is marked as to function on the back of
the tail lamp assembly. Place a wire splice connector over the right turn signal wire. Insert the
green wire from the harness into the splice connector. Crimp the connector onto the wire pair.
Place a wire splice connector over the left turn signal wire. Insert the yellow wire from the
harness into the splice connector. Place a wire splice connector over the taillight signal wire.
Insert the brown wire from the harness into the splice connector. Place a wire splice connector
over one of the ground wires. Insert the white wire from the harness into the splice connector.
David Sandoval has served as a trainer and technical writer since He has written several articles
online in the fields of home improvement, finance, electronics and science. Step 1 Loosen and
remove the screws the tail lamp assemblies in place. Step 2 Place a wire splice connector over
the right turn signal wire. Step 3 Place a wire splice connector over the left turn signal wire. Step
4 Place a wire splice connector over the taillight signal wire. Wire splice connectors Electrical
pliers Four-way trailer harness Screwdriver. I will check my service manuals when I get home
today and post the wiring info. I think the input wires to the amp are color coded the same as
the speaker outputs but I may be wrong. I'm pretty sure the manual lists the different colors. I
have done this before several times but it was over 8 years ago. It sounds like the rear channels
of the amp are blown. The new radio can be connected to the rear speaker wires at the amp or
you can extend them up to the radio and connect them there. Either way if the rear speakers
work then they should work with the radio power. You can leave the fronts connected thru the
amp as long as the front outputs still work OK. When the speaker plays, you know you have the
correct two wires. You can also turn the fader on the radio all the way to the rear, then turn all
the way to left and right one side at a time to be certain you have the correct wires. Then just cut
the input side wires and the rear speaker wires going back to the speakers and splice them
together according to the correct polarity and colors listed above. Doing it this way will enable
you to connect the speaker outputs from the new radio you installed directly to the rear
speakers and bypass the rear channels of the factory amp. Obviously, you can just plug the
amp plug back in to keep the amp connected for the front speakers. Let us know how this works
out. I'd like to know whether this helped you. RE: factory speaker wire colors IP: Logged
Message: I just took my rear speakers out of my 96 dakota and founda big ugly black thing
enclosing the conections does any one know how to get them off??? In 96 Dodge used
amplified speakers instead of a single separate main amp for all the speakers. It doesn't come
off the speaker. If you are replacing the speakers you can use the 2 center wires at each
amplifier connection for the speaker connections from the radio's outputs. There will be 4 wires
present, the speaker leads are the 2 wires in the center of the connector. Cap off the other 2
wires to avoid short circuits. RE: factory speaker wire colors IP: Logged Message: I know this is
an older post but i was courious as to see if anyone knows the correct order for the wireing to

completly take the amp on the passenger side out of the picture sofar i have gone off of what
Jimmy has said and i have sound comming from my rear speakers but i havent any comming
from my front. This is what i have so far.. Btw I have a Dakota with the infinity system in it.
Thank you and im hopeing for some help. I can't get sound out of the speakers with the new
stereo. I've hooked up a speaker to the new stereo and I'm getting speaker output. I've checked
all of my wiring and I'm good. Any help would be greatly appreciated. Haven't tried the cd or
cassette yet. The replacement unit with cd player has a small white plug on the back with a
purple lead and a white with black stripe lead. Also has a dark green ground wire. Those wires
had been cut when I got it so I don't know what they are for. The original unit did not have the
plug with these two wires nor the green ground since the ground cable was bolted to the radio
body. Can anyone tell me what the purple wire and the white with black stripe are for? Also, is
the dark green ground necessary since it appears to be an extra ground? Post a reply to this
message: Username Registration: Optional All visitors are allowed to post messages Name:.
Subject: factory speaker wire colors IP: Logged Message: Does anyone have a factory service
manual for that can tell me what color wire goes to what speaker, behind the radio. Truck is a
club cab. The way I had to do it was connect the power and ground wires for the stereo. Then
take a pos and neg wire coming from the stereo and touch a pos and neg wire running back into
the dash and see what speaker comes on. Actually I bought the connector kit so the wires
coming from the speakers ran into the connector and the connector wires were marked. My
problem was the Pioneer wire harness that I had to splice to the connector kit was not marked
and didn't come with a wiring diagram so it was slightly more difficult. But I had to do that on
one of my wifes old cars. Weird british car! Anyways, I'm rambling. Hope you can find an
answer somewhere in this mess. RE: factory speaker wire colors IP: Logged Message: Thanks,
what I want to do is I have a sony preamp only head unit that goes to a PPI amp than to a kicker
ss, 's with horn tweeters fullrange what I was thinking of doing was taking out the kicker to
regain my back seat and using an apline 4 channel amp I have to run the 4 factory speakers,
that's why I need to know what wire in the factory harness goes to which speaker. I could
probably find out the colors from the harness manufacturer. RE: factory speaker wire colors IP:
Logged Message: If you're going to be using a Sony preamp only headunit why do you need to
know the speaker wire colors? That headunit isn't going to have any speaker connections on it.
All the connections will be made with RCA's that connect to your amplifiers. You'll only need to
find the power, ground, and ignition turn-on lead in the factory harness. RE: factory speaker
wire colors IP: Logged Message: i am trying to find out the color code for a 96 dodge ram
factory cd player wire harness please help. Also why dont you try a wiring harness adapter so
you dont have to worry about the colors of your wires and then you dont have to cut the stock
harness. Now I can Rock on into the New Year! RE: factory speaker wire colors IP: Logged
Message: can anybody tell me the factory wires for a dodge dakota RE: factory speaker wire
colors IP: Logged Message: If installing a new radio, it's much easier to get the matching
harness for your truck from a good car audio shop or Best Buy, Circuit City, etc. Maybe yours is
different. RE: factory speaker wire colors IP: Logged Message: i need to know the wireing
colors for dakota for the radio. My rear speakers just stopped working. Dealership said radio
was bad, so I put a new one in. Speakers still don't work in rear? What is the best way to bypass
the infinity amp?? RE: factory speaker wire colors IP: Logged Message: It is not too hard to
bypass the amp, but before doing that why not take the amp to a good car audio shop, get it
bench tested and see if it can be repaired if it's bad? Have you checked the rear speakers to see
if it's a bad pair of speakers instead of a bad amp output? In my experience at least, dealer
service depts don't have a lot of experience with audio systems and they may not know what is
really wrong. If this were my truck I would remove the amp and check its outputs with a known
working test speaker then use an ohm meter to check the rear speakers to see if they are blown
or have shorted voice coils. I would also test the rear speaker wires from the amp location to be
sure that they are not shorted to ground, which would mute the output from the amp and
possibly damage the amp. Have you done any other work to the truck that may have pinched,
cut or shorted out the rear speakers' wiring? Did both rears quit working at the same time or
one at a time? Did they exhibit the bad sound characteristics of a blown or damaged speaker
before they finall
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quit working? These are some of the things that could be causing the problem. But if the
speakers, radio and wiring are all ok it is easy enough to bypass the amp. You need to take a
look at the wiring decal on the factory radio then match the speaker input wires at the amp for

each output to their respective speaker leads in the truck. I probably have that info if you need
it. You might even find a bypass wire harness at a car audio store, Best Buy, Circuit City etc. I
don't know if they make one but it would make life much easier for you if you have to bypass
the amp. The only work I have had done was a shorted wire for rear left door lock. They worked
after that, its been a good year or so. I had another radio tried it but no luck with that. Do you
know the colors as far as output from amp? I have ck'ed speakers,good. Low on cash so just
trying to get it work in rear with new radio. It should be ok with 50w per channel? I have kicker
inpulse in doors or would another amp be needed?

